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clamation against ambition, conquest, arbitrary govern-
ment, and so on. It was published in the autumn, of
1740, anonymously, but the authorship was no secret.
By the irony of fate it had hardly been published two
months before its author was engaged in a war of which
ambition was the avowed motive.
Men thought that his accession would usher in a
golden age of peace and plenty under the beneficent sway
of a philosopher-king, whose sole care would
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be the happiness of his subjects, and whose tertained
attention would be directed not to the prepara- about him*
tion for,war, but to the cultivation and encouragement of
the arts and sciences.    The illusion quickly vanished,
though some of the young king's earliest acts were cal-
culated to confirm it.    Men of eminence in science and
literature were invited to  Berlin, and  Maupertuis, the
great French mathematician, was requested to preside
over an academy that was shortly to be refounded in the
Prussian capital.    Within the first few days of his reign
Frederick abolished legal torture except in a His jnnova_
few specified cases, granted complete freedom tions.
to the press, and declared himself in favour of universal
toleration in religion, in all which matters he was far in
advance of his age.    He further gave his ministers to
understand that he regarded his own interests and those
of his people as identical, but that he wished the pre-
, ference to be given to the latter if ever the two should
seem to be incompatible.    This declaration was followed
by a liberal distribution of corn from the public granaries
at moderate rates to the poor of several famine-stricken
provinces.    Next came the disbandment of the useless
and costly regiment of Potsdam giants, which appeared
. for the last time at Frederick William's funeral, a measure
which gave some countenance to the rumour that the
army was going to be reduced.

